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We report on a search for dark matter axion conversion photons from the magnetosphere of
the Galactic Center magnetar PSR J1745−2900 using spectra obtained from the Karl G. Jansky
Very Large Array.a No significant spectral features are detected. Using a hybrid model for PSR
J1745−2900 and canonical assumptions about the dark matter density profile, we exclude axion
models with axion-photon coupling gaγγ > 4–20 ×10−12 GeV−1 with 95% confidence over the mass
ranges 4.2–8.4, 18.6–26.9, 33.0–41.4, 53.7–62.1, and 126.0–159.3 µeV. If there is a dark matter cusp,
the limits reduce to gaγγ > 4–20× 10−14 GeV−1, which overlap some axion models for the observed
mass ranges > 33 µeV. These limits may be improved by modeling the stimulated emission that can
boost the axion-photon conversion process.
INTRODUCTION
The axion is a spin zero chargeless massive particle in-
troduced to address the strong CP (charge-parity) prob-
lem in quantum chromodynamics (QCD; [1–3]). If they
exist, QCD axions are likely to be produced in the early
universe, are a promising cold dark matter candidate
[4, 5], and may explain the cosmic matter-antimatter
asymmetry [6].
Axions couple to QCD and electromagnetism. The
electromagnetic coupling Laγγ = −(1/4)gaγγaFµν F˜µν =
gaγγaE · B suggests that axion-photon conversion can
occur in the presence of magnetic fields, but the axion-
photon coupling is weak (gaγγ ∼ 10−16 GeV−1 for axion
mass ma = 1 µeV) [7–10]. The relationship between gaγγ
and ma is linear, but the mass is not constrained; axion
searches must span decades in ma.
Recent axion searches include CAST, which searched
for Solar axions [11, 12], and haloscopes such as ADMX
and HAYSTAC that use narrow-band resonant cavities to
detect dark matter axions [13–16]. There are also natural
settings where radio telescopes may conduct sensitive and
wide-band QCD axion searches [17–20].
The Galactic Center magnetar PSR J1745−2900 offers
an ideal setting for an axion conversion line search: it has
a strong magnetic field (1.6×1014 G) [21] and should see
the highest possible dark matter flux [17]. Axions will
encounter a plasma frequency at some radius that equals
its mass, and the axion can resonantly convert into a
photon at that location [17]. The most promising axion
mass range, 1–100 µeV, corresponds to radio frequencies
200 MHz to 20 GHz.
In this Letter, we present broad-band radio telescope
a The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the
National Science Foundation operated under cooperative agree-
ment by Associated Universities, Inc.
observations of PSR J1745−2900. We obtain 95% confi-
dence limits on resonant axion-photon conversion emis-
sion line flux density from the magnetar spanning 40%
of the 1–38.5 GHz band. We translate these flux limits
into limits on gaγγ versus ma based on a hybrid neutron
star magnetosphere model and two limiting-case Galactic
dark matter profiles. Finally, we discuss model caveats,
limitations of the observations, and future observational
and theoretical work to expand the gaγγ vs. ma space
probed by this technique.
Theoretical models of the axion-photon conversion in
neutron star magnetospheres and the associated radi-
ated power show substantial variance in their predic-
tions of the signal bandwidth and radiated power [17–20].
There is even disagreement about the observed photon
frequency-ma conversion (e.g., [17, 19, 20]). We adopt
f = mac
2/h (following [17]), which differs by a factor of
2 from [20] and a factor of pi from [19].
OBSERVATIONS
Interferometric observations of Sgr A* were obtained
from the National Science Foundation’s Karl G. Jan-
sky Very Large Array (VLA [22]) data archive. We se-
lected sessions: (1) to maximize on-target integration
time, (2) with adequate angular resolution to separate
PSR J1745−2900 from Sgr A* (1.7” in both coordinates),
(3) to maximize total bandwidth, and (4) to adequately
sample the expected emission line bandwidth. VLA A-
configuration observations of Sgr A*, 14A-231 and 14A-
232, meet these criteria, spanning 40% of the 1–38.5 GHz
range (Table I). The gaps in this range are not covered
by any extant observations that meet the above criteria.
Each session used the flux density calibrator
J1331+3030 (3C286) and the bandpass calibrator
J1733−1304. For L- and C-band, the bandpass cali-
brator was also used for complex gain calibration. The
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2TABLE I. Very Large Array Summary of Observations.
Band Frequency Program Channel Width Median Integration Median Beam PA MJDa rmsb
Obs. Smoothed Velocity
(GHz) (MHz) (MHz) (km s−1) (s) (arcsec) (◦) (mJy)
L 1.008–2.032 14A-231 1 10 2000 10591 2.22× 1.10c 1 56749 0.33d
C 4.487–6.511 14A-231 2 14 763 10591 0.61× 0.28 −3 56749 0.099
X 7.987–10.011 14A-231 2 18 600 19148 0.34× 0.17 −1 56718 0.026e
Ku 12.988–15.012 14A-231 2 20 428 16156 0.24× 0.11 −1 56726 0.027
Ka 30.476–32.524 14A-232 2 26 247 17053 0.101× 0.050 −3 56725 0.100
Ka 32.476–34.524 14A-232 2 26 233 17053 0.094× 0.046 −3 56725 0.116
Ka 34.476–36.524 14A-232 2 28 236 17053 0.089× 0.045 −4 56725 0.165
Ka 36.476–38.524 14A-232 2 28 224 17053 0.084× 0.042 −3 56725 0.152
a Modified Julian Date
b The rms noise in spectra Gaussian-smoothed to channels of width ∆f (Column 5 and Equation 2).
c The quoted L-band beam is the continuum beam; the synthesized beam in the spectral cube is highly variable due to RFI and the
large fractional bandwidth.
d The rms noise includes residual unmitigated RFI.
e The rms noise omits the central RFI feature and band edges.
other bands used J1744−3116 for complex gain calibra-
tion. Observations of the gain calibrator were interleaved
with Sgr A* integrations with 8–30 min cadence. Each
band was observed for a full transit of Sgr A*. The corre-
lator was configured to obtain four polarization products
(only the two parallel-hand products were used to form
Stokes-I spectra below), in 8 to 64 adjacent 64-channel
spectral windows with 128 MHz bandwidth each. The
spectral windows were divided into 2 or 4 slightly over-
lapping baseband groups. The L-band configuration dif-
fered: it used spectral windows of 64 MHz bandwith and
1 MHz channels. All sampling was 8-bit except for the
Ka-band session, which used 3-bit sampling. Correlator
dump times were 1–5 s.
DATA REDUCTION
All data reduction tasks were performed using CASA
[23]. After data flagging, we applied the flux, delay, at-
mospheric transmission, complex bandpass, and complex
gain calibration to the target field. We then performed
in-beam phase self-calibration using the Sgr A* contin-
uum, which ranged from 0.5 to 5.6 Jy (L- to Ka-band).
We imaged the continuum field and identified the contin-
uum emission of PSR J1745−2900 (20–5 mJy in L to Ka
bands) to confirm its coordinate offset from Sgr A*.
We fit a 2D Gaussian to the Sgr A* continuum to
set the origin for relative astrometry to locate PSR
J1745−2900 based on the bootstrap proper motion so-
lution obtained by [24] that assumes no acceleration or
core shift. At the observed angular resolution, Sgr A* is
consistent with being a point source. Coordinate offsets
from Sgr A* were (∆α,∆δ) = (1.701,−1.679) arcsec in
all epochs; offsets between epochs differed by no more
than 1 mas. The predicted offsets of PSR J1745−2900
from Sgr A* are consistent with the observed continuum
position of the magnetar.
We fit and subtracted a linear continuum spectrum
from the data in UV (image Fourier) space and formed
spectral image cubes using pixels that over-sampled the
synthesized beams (which vary across each cube). Sgr A*
shows narrow-band spectral structure after the contin-
uum subtraction, some of which are attributable to
known molecular lines such as the 14.4881 GHz H2CO
and 36.795 GHz CH3CN. Sidelobes from these features
are cleaned during cube deconvolution and do not signif-
icantly contaminate the magnetar spectrum. The zero-
mean magnetar spectra typically reach the theoretical
noise.
At the position of the magnetar, we extract a spec-
trum by summing pixels over the (frequency-dependent)
synthesized 2D Gaussian beam. We correct the spectrum
for the beam size to capture the total flux density of a
point source separately for every channel. In order to
assess the significance of features in the magnetar spec-
trum, which can be highly variable channel-to-channel
due to radio frequency interference (RFI) or band edges,
we create a noise spectrum by measuring the off-source
rms sky noise in each channel. This allows us to create a
significance spectrum for each band. We scale the noise
spectrum to match the spectral noise measured toward
PSR J1745−2900 (this correction is typically a few per-
cent).
The fractional bandwidth predictions for the expected
signal range from ∆f/f = (v0/c)
2 [17], where v0 is the
axion velocity dispersion, to (v0/c) [18]. We adopt the
spinning mirror model whereby the Doppler broadening
is dominated by the neutron star rotation [20], produc-
ing, on average, ∆f/f ' Ω rcε2/c, where Ω is the neutron
star’s angular frequency, ε is the eccentricity of the ellip-
tical critical surface (which [20] set to unity), and rc is
the axion-photon conversion radius. For the latter, we
adopt the formulation of [17], assuming polar orientation
3FIG. 1. 95% confidence limits on emission line flux density
for channel width ∆f = 8.3 MHz× (mac2/4.1 µeV)1/3.
angle θ = pi/2 and magnetic offset axis θm = 0 (see be-
low, where we marginalize over these unknown angles; as
[19] show, ray-tracing is the technically correct approach,
and tends to show less variation with these angles than
the analytic treatment):
rc = 224 km
( r0
10 km
)[ B0
1014 G
1
2pi
Ω
1 Hz
(
4.1 µeV
mac2
)2]1/3
(1)
where r0 is the neutron star radius, B0 is the magnetic
field, and 4.1 µeV corresponds to an observed frequency
of 1 GHz. This leads to an expected line bandwidth:
∆f = 3.6 MHz
(
Ω
1 Hz
)4/3(
mac
2
4.1 µeV
)1/3(
B0
1014 G
)1/3
.
(2)
The spin period of PSR J1745−2900 is 3.76 s [25] and
the magnetic field is 1.6× 1014 G [21]. The expected line
width is therefore ∆f = 8.3 MHz× (mac2/4.1 µeV)1/3.
The VLA correlator spectral windows have a strong
response dropoff on edge channels and on the edges of the
basebands. These channels lack the signal-to-noise for
calibration and are flagged, which typically creates single-
channel gaps in the spectrum and decreased sensitivity
on the spectrum edges. The flagged channels are much
narrower than the expected line width. We smooth the
magnetar and noise spectra to the expected line width
(Equation 2) using a Gaussian kernel [26], and interpolate
across missing channels during smoothing (the resulting
statistics are not substantially altered by this loss of strict
channel-to-channel independence). In L-band there are
gaps in the spectrum where RFI-flagged spectral regions
are wider than the smoothing kernel.
Table I lists synthesized beam parameters, channel
widths, and spectral rms noise values. The Supplemen-
tal Material [27] presents the magnetar flux, noise, and
signal-to-noise spectra.
RESULTS
We detect no significant single-channel emission fea-
tures in the observed bands. The only two channels
above 3σ in emission were found in Ka-band (3.1σ and
3.5σ). These departures are consistent with Gaussian
noise statistics.
After establishing the lack of significant detections in
the observed spectra, we form 95% confidence limits from
the sky noise spectra. Figure 1 presents these single-
channel confidence limits. These are model-independent
limits on the flux density of photons produced by ax-
ion conversion in the magnetosphere of PSR J1745−2900
[28]. We present these limits to enable models not treated
below to be translated into axion limits.
ANALYSIS
Limits on the axion-photon coupling gaγγ obtained
from observed flux density limits depend on the magne-
tar magnetospheric and axion-photon conversion model
and on the behavior of the dark matter at the Galactic
Center.
The Magnetar Model
Hook et al. [17] predict the photon flux from axion con-
version in a neutron star magnetosphere using a variant
of the Goldreich and Julian [29] model. The observed flux
density depends on the local dark matter density (ρ∞)
and its velocity dispersion (v0) and on the neutron star
mass, radius, magnetic field, rotation period, distance,
viewing angle with respect to the rotation axis, and mag-
netic misalignment angle from the spin axis (MNS , r0,
B0, P , d, θ, and θm, respectively). It also depends on
ma and gaγγ . Equations 11–13 in [17], modified for the
expected bandwidth (Equation 2), yield an expression
for the emission line flux density normalized to fiducial
values for a nearby pulsar:
Sν = 1.2× 10−6 mJy
(
100 pc
d
)2 ( ma
1 GHz
)4/3(200 km s−1
v0
)(
gaγγ
10−12 GeV−1
)2 ( r0
10 km
)
×
(
B0
1014 G
)1/3(
Ω
1 Hz
)−8/3(
ρ∞
0.3 GeV cm−3
)(
MNS
1 M
)
3(mˆ · rˆ)2 + 1
|3 cos θ mˆ · rˆ − cos θm|4/3 (3)
where mˆ· rˆ = cos θm cos θ+sin θm sin θ cos Ωt. For a given line sensitivity (or observed flux density limit spectrum),
4one can obtain a track in gaγγ versus ma space above
which gaγγ is excluded at some confidence level.
For PSR J1745−2900, we assume a radius r0 = 10 km
and mass MNS = 1 M. Using the Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW [30]) Galactic dark matter profile γ = 1 model of
[31], which has Galactic Center distance d = 8.2 kpc
(in agreement with the S2 stellar orbital measurement
around Sgr A* [32]), scale radius rs = 18.6 kpc, and local
dark matter energy density ρ = 0.38 GeV cm−3 (see
below), one obtains an axion mass-dependent expression
for gaγγ :
gaγγ = 3× 10−11 GeV−1
(
Sν
10 µJy
)1/2 ( ma
1 GHz
)−2/3( v0
200 km s−1
)1/2
×
(
ρ∞
6.5× 104 GeV cm−3
)−1/2 (
3(mˆ · rˆ)2 + 1
|3 cos θ mˆ · rˆ − cos θm|4/3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i)
−1/2
. (4)
The angular term (i) in Equation 4 relies on the unknown
viewing and magnetic field misalignment angles, so we
marginalize over all possible orientations while keeping
track of the fraction of the magnetar spin period (if any)
that has rc < r0. If the conversion radius rc is less
than the neutron star radius, then no conversion occurs
and the photon flux vanishes [17]. The analytic value of
rc < r0 is a conservative estimate; ray-tracing suggests
that the actual axion-photon conversion can occur over a
larger range of angles [19]. Contrary to [17], we find that
conversion can still occur up to and beyond 10 GHz. At
the low end of the observed Ka-band range, 2.1% of all
possible (θ, θm) have rc < r0 at all times; at the high end
of the band, this increases to 5.6%. At the high end of
the observed Ku band, the fraction of orientations with
no emission decreases to 0.16%.
Axion Constraints from Dark Matter Models
Following [17], we use two dark matter models — a
generic NFW model and the NFW model plus a cen-
tral dark matter spike — that roughly bound the weak-
est and strongest constraints on gaγγ given the magnetar
model (unless the Galactic Center dark matter is cored,
which is not supported by observations; e.g. [33]). We
use the NFW dark matter model from [31] with γ = 1,
R0 = 8.2 kpc, rs = 18.6 kpc, v0 = 300 km s
−1, and
ρ = 0.38 GeV cm−3, which predicts a dark matter den-
sity of 6.5× 104 GeV cm−3 at the 0.1 pc radial distance
of the magnetar. The assumed physical distance of PSR
J1745−2900 from Sgr A* — itself assumed to reside at
the center of the dark matter distribution — is the pro-
jected distance (absent an acceleration measurement, one
cannot determine the physical distance between Sgr A*
and the magnetar [24], but if the magnetar is gravita-
tionally bound to Sgr A*, then the projected separation is
likely to be a good approximation for the physical separa-
TABLE II. Limits on gaγγ for two dark matter profile models.
Axion Mass Median |gaγγ | 95% Confidence Limits
(µeV) NFW Profile DM Spike
(GeV−1) (GeV−1)
4.2–8.4a 2.1× 10−11 2.1× 10−13
18.6–26.9 8.2× 10−12 8.3× 10−14
33.0–41.4 4.5× 10−12 4.5× 10−14
53.7–62.1 4.3× 10−12 4.3× 10−14
126.0–159.3 9.7× 10−12 9.8× 10−14
a There are gaps in the coverage of this mass range (see Figure 2).
tion). For the dark matter spike, we use the above NFW
profile modified to include a spike radial index γsp = 7/3
and extent Rsp = 0.1 kpc, which corresponds to a 99.7%
upper limit on deviations from a black hole-only orbit of
the S2 star about Sgr A* [34]. This model predicts a dark
matter density of 6.4 × 108 GeV cm−3 at the magnetar
position. All else equal, this dark matter spike model can
be considered to be a best-case constraint on gaγγ . The
two models span a factor of 104 in dark matter density,
which is a factor of 100 in the gaγγ constraint. Future
studies of the dynamics in the central parsec should im-
prove constraints on the dark matter density encountered
by PSR J1745−2900.
Table II lists the median 95% confidence limits on
|gaγγ | obtained from these end-case dark matter mod-
els for each observed band. Figure 2 shows the limits
for the two models versus frequency and axion mass.
The limits obtained for the standard NFW profile reach
|gaγγ | ' 4×10−12 GeV−1, which is a factor of ∼25 above
the strongest-coupling theoretical model [35]. The limits
obtained for the dark matter spike model impinge on the
family of theoretical models [35] for ma in 33.0–41.4 µeV,
53.7–62.1 µeV, and 126.0–159.3 µeV, but do not exclude
the canonical KSVZ or DFSZ models [7–10].
5FIG. 2. 95% confidence limits on gaγγ for a generic NFW
γ = 1 model with ρ = 0.38 GeV cm−3 (top) and the same
NFW model plus a central 100 pc dark matter spike (bottom).
The green bar shows the HAYSTAC limit [16], which has
been scaled from a local axion density of 0.45 GeV cm−3 to
0.38 GeV cm−3, and the yellow bar shows the CAST 95%
confidence limit [36]. Orange loci indicate a range of possible
QCD axion models [35], including the canonical KSVZ and
DFSZ models [7–10].
DISCUSSION
The limits on gaγγ presented here are less stringent
than those predicted by [17], even after scaling the tele-
scope sensitivity and integration time. This is due to the
expected bandwidth of the conversion emission line; we
used a line width roughly 103–104 times larger, following
the rotating mirror conversion region treatment of [20],
which leads to a factor of ∼300 in gaγγ . This bandwidth
is likely the most conservative choice, and a more phys-
ical model for the axion-photon conversion bandwidth
will require detailed ray-tracing and a more sophisticated
magnetosphere model [19].
The magnetospheres of magnetars must be more com-
plicated than current models assume. Moreover, the res-
onant conversion of axions into photons will likely be
boosted by stimulated emission caused by the ambient
photon bath [37]. The expected conversion emission line
would be enhanced by the photon occupation number
fγ = pi
2ργ/E
3
γ , where ργ is the specific energy density
of stimulating photons (which must match the conver-
sion photons in energy and momentum). Including the
contribution from stimulated emission, which is expected
to be particularly important in the Galactic Center envi-
ronment [37], will significantly improve the constraints on
gaγγ without the need for additional observations. Nu-
merical simulation may be required to correctly charac-
terize the role of stimulated emission in resonant axion-
photon conversion in neutron star magnetospheres.
Finally, the constraints on gaγγ depend critically on the
dark matter energy density in the inner parsec, which re-
mains poorly constrained compared to the other param-
eters in Equations 3 and 4 (which have uncertainties of
order 10–50%). It seems likely, however, that observa-
tions of stars and gas combined with dynamical models
will soon provide meaningful measurements of the role of
dark matter in the Galactic Center. The sensitivity of fu-
ture telescopic observations will also improve with the ad-
vent of large collecting-area facilities such as the Square
Kilometer Array, although added sensitivity above a few
GHz would require a next-generation VLA.
CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated how radio telescope spectral
observations of the magnetar PSR J1745−2900 can pro-
duce broad-band limits on axion-photon coupling. This
work can be expanded by observing more of the 1–50 GHz
spectral window and obtaining longer integration times.
Future observations could also increase signal-to-noise by
observing in a spectral line pulsar mode, which requires
fine time sampling of the neutron star spin period.
The VLA interferometer in its most extended configu-
ration spatially filters out any extended axion conversion
spectral line produced in the collective magnetospheres
of the as-yet undetected population of Galactic Center
neutron stars. An optimal strategy to detect this ex-
tended signal would depend on the areal extent of the
emission, the magnetized neutron star population, and
the dark matter density in the Galactic Center [38].
There are parts of the radio spectrum that will never
be observable for axion signals from the ground, such
as global positioning bands, large parts of the sub-GHz
spectrum due to RFI, the 22 GHz atmospheric water
band, and the molecular oxygen band spanning 50–
70 GHz. These regions merit special scrutiny by labo-
ratory experiments. Magnetar observations are further
limited by the requirement that axions cannot be con-
verted inside the neutron star, above roughly 50 GHz.
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1A Search for Axionic Dark Matter Using the Magnetar PSR J1745−2900
Supplementary Material
Jeremy Darling
This Supplementary Material presents the radio spectra, noise spectra, and significance spectra of the individual
bands used to derive limits on the axion-photon coupling gaγγ versus axion mass ma presented in the main Letter.
We also present a discussion of the impact of the magnetar’s rotation and magnetic field axes on the translation of
flux density limits into limits on gaγγ .
SPECTRA OF THE MAGNETAR PSR J1745−2900
Figures 1–5 show the continuum-subtracted flux density spectra, noise spectra, and significance spectra used for
flux density and gaγγ limits.
FIG. 1. L-band flux density, noise, and signal-to-noise spectra. The upper spectrum provides limits on gaγγ , while the lower
spectrum indicates the significance of spectral features.
2FIG. 2. C-band flux density, noise, and signal-to-noise spectra.
FIG. 3. X-band flux density, noise, and signal-to-noise spectra.
3FIG. 4. Ku-band flux density, noise, and signal-to-noise spectra.
FIG. 5. Ka-band flux density, noise, and signal-to-noise spectra. The four overlapping basebands listed in Table I of the main
Letter were combined into a single spectrum.
4FIG. 6. Left: Time-averaged angular term at 10 GHz plotted for the unknown viewing (θ) and magnetic dipole orientation
(θm) angles of the magnetar. Right: Angle-marginalized and time-averaged angular term (i) versus frequency.
IMPACT OF THE MAGNETAR SPIN AND MAGNETIC FIELD AXES ON AXION LIMITS
The angular term (i) in Equation 4 of the main Letter modulates the signal, and the modulation time is less than
the integration time of the observations, so we average the expected signal over the period of the magnetar for each
frequency channel. Moreover, the unknown magnetar spin axis orientation angle θ and magnetic dipole offset angle
θm impact both the emitted flux density (main Letter, Equation 3) and the axion-photon conversion radius rc [44]:
rc = 224 km
( r0
10 km
)[ B0
1014 G
1
2pi
Ω
1 Hz
(
4.1 µeV
mac2
)2]1/3
|3 cos θ mˆ · rˆ − cos θm|1/3. (1)
When rc < r0 no axion conversion occurs. While the angular term (i) does not depend on observing frequency
(or axion mass), the conversion radius does, so the rotation period-averaged flux density will be “censored” in a
frequency-dependent manner.
For each observed frequency channel and possible (θ, θm) pair, we create an emission profile over the period of
the magnetar rotation that includes no emission when rc < r0. We calculate a time-integrated flux density, and
we marginalize these flux densities at each channel over all (θ, θm). Figure 6 shows an example at 10 GHz of the
influence of θ and θm on the angular term (i) that includes time-averaging including times when rc < r0. We also plot
the net result of the marginalization over these unknown angles versus frequency and equivalent axion mass. These
time-averaged and angle-marginalized angular terms are used in the calculation to place limits on gaγγ (main Letter,
Equation 4).
